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What is a Treatment Plan? 
➢ Treatment plans ≠  Notes
➢ “Roadmap” you write at start of                                      

treatment; “...describes the patient's                               
condition and procedures                                                   
that will be needed, detailing the                                                 
treatment to be provided and                                                  
expected outcome and expected                                                               
duration of the treatment...”*  

➢ Part of clinical documentation
○ Treatment Plan
○ Progress Notes – see the                                                 

course I offered yesterday!                                                     
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*--- www.lawinsider.com
TheInsuranceMaze.com

Do We Do Treatment Plans?

■ Results of my survey of 500 therapists:

1. “Do you routinely write treatment                                                      
plans for clients?”
○ 40% No
○ 23% Only for some clients 
○ 37% Yes, for all clients

2. “How confident are you in your plans?” 
○ Only 18% said they felt confident about their plans 
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“I don’t see them as helpful” (50%) 
○ “They can’t reflect the fluidity of therapy”

“I don’t have time” (25%)
○ “Keeping up with notes is hard enough”
○ “I don’t have time to update those I write” 

“I don’t know how to write them” (25%)  

“I only write them because I have to”
○ “I only write them for insurance clients”
○ “I only write one when facing an insurance                                                    

plan review or audit”

SURVEY: Why Don’t We Write Them?
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So, Why Should We Do Treatment Plans?
■ Required by many state laws
■ Required by licensing boards 
■ Required by some ethics codes, for example CAMFTs:
➢ CAMFT Code 1.10 TREATMENT PLANNING: MFTs “work with … 

clients to develop and review treatment plans that are consistent 
with … client goals and that offer a reasonable likelihood of … 
client benefit.**

➢ 2.7 THIRD-PARTY PAYER DISCLOSURES: MFTs “advise … clients 
of the information that will likely be disclosed (such as dates of 
treatment, diagnosis, prognosis, progress, and treatment plans) 
when submitting claims to managed care companies, insurers, or 
other third-party payers.                                     

6** - Calif. Assn of Marriage & Family Therapists Code of Ethics (2019)

OTHER ETHICS 
CODES

➢ ACA Code of Ethics 1.c  “Counselors 
and their clients work jointly in 
devising counseling plans that offer 
reasonable promise of success and 
are consistent with the abilities, 
temperament, developmental level, 
and circumstances of clients. 
Counselors and clients regularly 
review and revise counseling plans 
to assess their continued viability 
and effectiveness, respecting 
clients’ freedom of choice.”*

➢ APA Ethics Codes makes no 
mention 
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*--American Counseling Association                                                          

Code of Ethics (2014)

Why We Should Write 
Treatment Plans

■ Health plans require them
○ Documentation reviews 
○ Pre- or post-payment reviews
○ Health plans may refuse to pay (or                                               

ask for money back) if you don’t have good                             
notes and treatment plans …. even out-of-network providers

➢ Ex. One therapist reported insurance plan denied payment 
for services citing the “treatment plan was missing 
measurable and objective treatment goals, descriptive 
documentation of therapeutic intervention, frequency of 
sessions, and duration of treatment”
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Benefits For Clients and Therapists
Treatment plans can help clients:

○ avoid feeling overwhelmed, by setting goals
○ stay motivated, achieve more, boost self confidence
○ feel more satisfied with treatment
○ research suggests structure = more positive therapy outcomes

Plans can help therapists:
○ monitor and demonstrate progress it to clients
○ monitor and demonstrate progress to insurance plans
○ make treatment adjustments, when necessary
○ build rapport, as client/therapist collaborate on vision
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“The Golden Thread”
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Treatment Plan

Diagnosis

Services

Progress Notes
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Treatment Plans: FAQs
➢ When should plan be written?
➢ Separate from notes? 

○ Ideally developed with client
○ Client signature needed?

➢ Insurance clients only?
➢ How can you save time?

✓ Have list of sample goals by diagnosis
○ But.. should NOT be cookie cutter 
○ Should be client-focused

✓ Use check boxes?
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5 Building Blocks of a Treatment Plan 
1.  DIAGNOSIS 
2. GOALS (2 minimum recommended)
3. OBJECTIVES -- how you’ll measure 

goal achieved       
4. TIME FRAME 
➢ For goals and objectives
➢ Estimated duration of treatment
➢ Tip: Make it 6 months or less

5. INTERVENTIONS, Planned               
➢  Frequency / type of sessions
➢ Methods of therapy
➢ 3-5 main in-session interventions          
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What is a 
GOAL?

➢ Describe in broad terms what ct. wants to accomplish in treatment
➢ Should be tied to diagnosis: focus on reducing symptoms/impairment
➢ May be stated positively or negatively.  "Ct will improve work 

attendance" or  "Ct will reduce absenteeism”
Examples:

➢ “Increase ability to cope with anxiety without using substances”
➢ “Reduce frequency of angry interactions at work and at home”
➢ “Decrease anxiety related to public speaking”
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“How Do I Choose Therapy Goals?”

➢ In first session, ask client 
1. their therapy goals (what to ask) 
2. how they would know if they had 

reached them
➢ Rewrite their goals to be measurable and 

symptom-focused:
○  “I want to feel like my old self again”          
○  “Stop my kid from acting up!” 

➢  If client has two diagnoses, usually should 
have one goal for each
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What Is an Objective?
Definition: How will you measure goals are being achieved.  It could be:
➢ Action-oriented first steps the client will take 
➢ Screening questionnaire/measurement tool to gauge progress
➢ If goal is touchdown, objective might be “will gain 10 yards”

Examples of objectives include: 
➢ An alcoholic with the goal to maintain sobriety might have the 

objective to go to three 12-step or Smart Recovery meetings

➢ A ct. with goal of evicting a drug-addicted son may have objective to 
develop a realistic eviction plan 

➢ For ct. with goal of reducing anxiety so he can come out to parents: 
ct. will role-play with therapist, and first come out to trusted friend 
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S.M.A.R.T. Goals / Objectives*
Specific: Try to include specific numbers/quantities in objectives

Measurable:  Goals like “improve self-esteem” would be hard to 
measure.  Journaling and scores from assessment tools can help.
Attainable/Achievable:  Ex. Is it realistic to set a goal for your client 
to get a raise at work?                                                                             

Relevant: Related to client diagnosis/distress (ex. if anxiety diagnosis, 
treatment plan should have one goal about anxiety reduction); watch 
out for goals like weight loss that don’t directly address diagnosis

Time-Limited:  Deadlines ensure client is making progress 

16
*Note: There are different versions of SMART Goals; this is just one
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Interventions
What YOU will do to help the client                             achieve their 
goals
➢ Modality (ind., couples, family, group) 
➢ Frequency/length of sessions
➢ Treatment type (ex. CBT, DBT, EMDR) 
➢ Key treatment methods

AVOID:
➢ “Build rapport and create safe space”
➢  Support / validate / normalize
➢ “Help ct. identify thoughts and feelings”
➢ “Help ct. cope with life problems / relationship issues”

 

These are assumed or too vague: use clinical language, be more 
specific
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Choosing Goals that 
Address Medical 

Necessity
Due to Federal Parity Act and                                                   
Affordable Care Act:
Most clients now have unlimited sessions                                        
regardless of diagnosis (some exceptions)
➢ BUT: Health plans can still refuse to cover visits they feel are not 

“medically necessary”
➢ “Medical necessity reviews” used to limit sessions or not 

reimburse, even for out-of-network therapists
➢ So….treatment plan and all notes must address medical necessity
➢ Again, if your notes aren’t great, see my Progress Notes Webinar 

(presented yesterday)
18TheInsuranceMaze.com

What Are Health Plans Looking For?
Medical Necessity Criteria                

✓ DSM diagnosis; Z-code can’t usually be sole           
or primary (Adjustment Disorder usually OK)

✓ Treatment is necessary, not just desired 
✓ Treatment goals can’t be just personal growth, 

self-esteem, self-confidence, feeling 
awareness, improved sex, better relationships 
or communication, career growth, improved life 
satisfaction/meaning

✓ Goals: Improve functioning/symptom reduction 
✓ Appropriate frequency 
✓ Symptoms impairing client -- ex. work, school, 

relationships, health/sleep, $$--  so say how
✓ Client is improving 

19TheInsuranceMaze.com

ONE STOP SHOP!

✓ Treatment Plan Templates:
○ Blank Template
○ For client with Depression
○ For client with Anxiety
○ Treatment Plan Updates w/each 

✓ Child/Teen Therapy Goals                                   
✓ Sample Interventions
✓ Slide handouts 
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Case Example
Your Client, 

Cinderella’s Prince 
Charming

21

Your Assessment: 
● Met true love at ball, she ran out
● Has ghosted him
● She hasn’t returned texts
● He’s depressed, not sleeping

TheInsuranceMaze.com 22
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GOAL #1
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GOAL #2
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Case Example #2
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Client with meeting anxiety

● High anxiety about speaking at 
meetings, being center of 
attention, making mistakes

● Team leader
● Missing meetings, makes 

excuses to be late

27TheInsuranceMaze.com 28

GOAL #1
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GOAL #2
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Treatment Plan Resources

➢ Can use Treatment Planners, ex:
▪ “The Complete Adult Psychotherapy 
Treatment Planner” and “The Couples 
Psychotherapy Treatment Planner”                    
(Practice Planners/Wiley)

➢ Treatment Planning Software in software 
programs like SimplePractice

▪ MY WARNINGS ABOUT THESE

➢ Consider DSM-5 (I’ll show you how)
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Case Example
Your Client, 
Snow White

32

Your Assessment: 
● Depressed and bored
● Losing weight
● Socially isolated
● Resentful towards dwarves
● Poor self-care

TheInsuranceMaze.com



Choosing Goals / Objectives for Snow White
DSM-5 Major Depression Criteria:
1. Depressed mood most of the day, almost daily
2. Loss of pleasure 
3. Weight loss/gain, change in appetite
4. Insomnia/hypersomnia 
5. Psychomotor agitation or retardation 
6. Fatigue or loss of energy nearly every day
7. Feelings of worthlessness or excessive guilt
8. Diminished ability to think/concentrate; indecisiveness
9. Recurrent thoughts of death/suicidal ideation

10.  Symptoms cause significant distress or impairment in 
social/occupational/other areas
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Possible Goals /Objectives for Snow White
Goal 1: Decrease in depression episodes

Obj 1: Ct. will report decrease in depression frequency, 
severity, duration (from daily to <2x weekly)

Obj 2: Will score in Mild Range on PHQ-9 
Obj 3: Ct will report using 3 self-care tools learned in therapy 
to combat depressive triggers/episodes

Goal 2: Ct. will demonstrate improved appetite/healthier eating
Obj 1: Ct will no longer be skipping meals, and will be eating 
at least two healthy balanced meals each day

Goal 3: Ct. will report decrease in social isolation
Obj 1: Ct will go to 3 meetings of the Disney Support Group
Obj 2: Ct will initiate video/call with one friend weekly  
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Some Possible Snow White Interventions
1. Weekly CBT individual therapy
2. Help ct. identify coping strategies used successfully in past
3. Explore family of origin dynamics and roles to identify how they 

contribute to current symptoms
4. Help client identify and become more aware of depression triggers 
5. Help client to create self-care plan/depression coping plan
6. Refer for medication evaluation and coordinate care
7. Urge development of (and use of) support  system; identify barriers to 

utilization
8. Educate client (and dwarves) about depression via written materials
9. Give insomnia CD to listen to before bed

10. Assign daily exercise in woods to improve sleep, combat depression
11. Teach assertiveness and ability to ask dwarves/friends for help

35TheInsuranceMaze.com

Case Example
Your Client, 

The Evil Queen

Your Assessment: 
● OCD: Obsessive thoughts, asking 

mirror “who is fairest of them all?”
● Jealousy outbursts.  Wants to kill 

the pretty Snow White 
● Work impairment: Performance of 

royal duties has suffered.  

36TheInsuranceMaze.com



Choosing Goals 
Using DSM 

▪ DSM-5 OCD:  Defines obsessions as:  
1. intrusive and unwanted recurrent and persistent 

thoughts, urges or images
2. the individual attempts to ignore or suppress
3. The obsessions are time-consuming 
4. The obsessions cause significant distress 

37TheInsuranceMaze.com

Possible Plan for Queen with OCD
Goal 1: Decrease in frequency of intrusive/unwanted thoughts/images

Obj 1: Ct. will be be able to practice thought-stopping when obsessions 
occur, and have new replacement positive affirmations

Obj 2: Ct will report reduction in daily time spent on obsessions 

Goal 2:  When obsessive thoughts occur, they will be less intense, and 
cause less clinically significant distress and impairment

Obj 1: Ct. will report no long avoiding townspeople due to obsessions
Obj 2: Ct. will report better concentration at work, will be late no more 

than once monthly and miss no more than 1 workday monthly 
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1. Mindfulness techniques
2. Teach thought-stopping and distraction techniques. 
3. Facilitate exploration of origins of beauty-anxiety
4. Challenge irrational thinking and distorted self-talk
5. Help client create affirmations
6. Teach client breathing and relaxation exercises
7. Do thorough assessment of anger/violence history, current 

coping strategies, violence risk. 
8. Assign reading and diary related to anger management 
9. Teach DBT distress tolerance techniques

      Summary: Best to avoid just saying your intervention is “CBT” or 
“DBT” – be more specific

Some Possible Queen Interventions

TheInsuranceMaze.com

How About Couples/Family Plans?

➢ With couples/families, just one plan is 
needed: Pick Identified Client

➢ Goals can’t be solely to improve 
relationship, sex, trust, communication

➢ So… goals for couples/family therapy 
plans may look very similar to individual 
therapy, with at least first goal targeting 
symptom-reduction in Identified Client

➢  Possible added goals could include:
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Some Acceptable Couples/Family Goals

1. Address relationship issues that may be  
contributing to client symptoms or impaired 
functioning

2. Assist family/partner to understand client’s 
needs/symptoms, and to respond more                 
effectively

3. Educate family/partner to improve client 
compliance with therapy goals

4. Reduce negative impact of client’s symptoms 
on partner or family 
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Couples Case 
Example

Your Clients, Beauty 
and the Beast

42

Your assessment:
● Difficulty adjusting to new rel.
● A lot of verbal fighting
● Who is Identified Client?  
● He is angry… but anxious
● Adjustment Disorder with Anxiety

TheInsuranceMaze.com

43ANYTHING  WRONG WITH THIS PLAN?

Goal 1: Reduce frequency and intensity of verbal conflicts with partner
    Obj:  Ct. will report less frequent and less severe anger episodes.  Will 

be reporting verbal conflicts no more than once weekly, and conflicts 
will be shorter and less intense

Goal 2: Client will deal more effectively with anger
Obj: Between sessions, ct and partner will be practicing Active 
Listening and Time Outs and successfully de-escalating heated 
arguments when they occur

Interventions:  
● Have clients gather data about conflicts and discuss in sessions. 
● Help couple identify conflict triggers and patterns.  Take history of 

anger management in past relationships and family of origin.  
● Teach Active Listening and Time Outs and practice in session to 

facilitate calm communication and resolve conflicts

       

PTSD 
Case Example
Your client, Louse E. 

Driver

44

Your assessment:
● Ct has had PTSD since car 

accident, flashbacks
● Can’t drive on highway 
● Can’t make left turns
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PTSD After Car Accident: Goals / Objectives

Goal 1: Report less intense emotional and/or physical reactions 
when exposed to reminders of the trauma/accident (driving)
Objective: Ct. will report less than one flashback per week, and 
less anxiety when thinking or talking about accident, measured 
by decrease in SUDS ratings (scale of 1-100)

Goal 2: Client will have new tools to more effectively deal with 
anxiety

Objective: Ct. will learn and be utilizing three coping skills to 
calm herself when exposed to trauma trigger (driving)

Goal 3: Increase participation in previously-avoided activities 
Objective: Ct will be driving on highway and making left turns 

TheInsuranceMaze.com

Some Possible PTSD Interventions
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■ Teach mindfulness, meditation, and relaxation techniques (progressive  
relaxation, visualization, body scans/ breathing) 

■ Use CBT to help ct identify cognitive distortions that exacerbate fear
■ Teach DBT distress tolerance techniques
■ Provide Prolonged Exposure Therapy / Systematic Desensitization
■ Ct will be given in vivo homework practices related to trauma/driving 
■ Ct will discuss/write about trauma in detail, to help desensitize and 

reduce shame 
■ Help ct. understand trauma history, and connection to current trauma
■ Use EMDR to help ct target and minimize effects of traumatic memories
■ Consider medication evaluation referral / coordinate care with 

psychiatrist

TheInsuranceMaze.com

How Often to Formally Update Plans
➢ Not clearly outlined by most organizations

○ How often may vary by your setting; 3-6 months 
○ Can set update reminders in SimplePractice and TherapyNotes 

➢ Medicare:*
○ It is expected that treatment plan “will be updated on a periodic  

basis, generally at least every three months.”
○ “Document plan at beginning of episode of care and when 

there is change, such as at periodic re-evaluations or when 
client has a new condition”

➢ Tip:  In an audit, only include the treatment plan/update that was in 
place for the session dates requested

47

* -- “Checklist for Psychotherapy Services” https://tinyurl.com/medicaretxplan and 
Medicare Man. Pub. 100.08 Ch 3 sec 3.3.2.1.1. (2 B.) https://tinyurl.com/medMan3  
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Updating Plans
Two ways:

1. Use progress notes to update the  
plan between formal Plan Updates

○ Note changes in goals
○ Document progress / setbacks, 

state what’s left to work on
2. Use Treatment Plan templates I’ve 

given you for formal updates – 
each template has  update form 
attached

TheInsuranceMaze.com
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Goal:  Decrease anxiety related                                                                   
to work meetings
Obj. 1:  No longer miss or come                                                                  
late to meetings due to anxiety 
Obj. 2: Report feeling less anxious                                                   when 
in meetings, speak once per meeting
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Case Example 
Treatment 

Plan Update
  

Client with meeting anxiety

TheInsuranceMaze.com 50
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Treatment Plan Update: Adjustments
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Still Have Questions? 

Schedule your consultation                   
with 

Barbara Griswold, LMFT
Private Practice Coaching

Insurance, Notes, & Practice Building

7553

Consultations: calendly.com/barbgris
Check out other great therapy resources at theinsurancemaze.com

It’s not too late… 
to purchase a recording of yesterday’s webinar

“What Should be in Your Notes – But Probably Isn’t” 

Just go to 

https://tinyurl.com/REnotesvideo 
 

Know colleagues who missed today’s training? The 
video from this webinar is available for purchase at 

https://tinyurl.com/TPlanvideo
54

ONE STOP SHOP!
theinsurancemaze.com/RETP                             

to get your freebies!

✓ 3 Treatment Plan Templates: Blank, for
Depression, for Anxiety, each with Plan Updates 

✓ Child and Adolescent Therapy Goals                                   
✓ Sample Interventions

Barbara Griswold, LMFT
Private Practice Coaching, Insurance, Notes, & Practice Building

Consultations: calendly.com/barbgris
Other great therapy resources at theinsurancemaze.com
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BONUS SLIDES, 
IF TIME
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Plan: Client Not Ready for Alcohol Abstinence
Goal 1: Help client objectively assess if alcohol use is problematic

Objective: Ct will gather one month’s data about alcohol use pattern 
and ability to control alcohol intake

Goal 2: Ct will be coping with loneliness without alcohol
Objective: Ct can identify 3 drinking triggers related to loneliness. Will 

be practicing 3 alternate responses to loneliness without alcohol
Goal 3: Build sober support system 

Objective: Attend 3 AA/Smart Recovery groups, evaluate helpfulness 

Interventions: Give alcohol screening test. Review ct’s. alcohol use 
journal, assess for problem patterns.  Have ct. Write history of substance 
use and negative consequences.  Help ct identify emotional triggers that 
lead to alcohol overuse and make plan of alternate ways to cope with 
loneliness.  Educate ct. on sober support options.  Discuss ct. reactions to 
AA or Smart Recovery; encourage engagement, if appropriate.

   Goal            Objectives          Interventions
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Ct. will keep log of 
emotional eating, to 
gather info about 
behavior (triggers, 
frequency, progress)
Ct. will report 
emotional eating 
no more than 
once weekly

Reduce 
compulsive 

eating when 
anxious 

Ct. will learn (and 
report using) 2 tools   
to deal with anxiety 
instead of eating

Therapist will help ct. write 
relapse prevention plan, 
outlining how to use new 
coping skills instead of eating

Explore history of disordered 
eating/secondary gains, help 
identify distorted cognitions 
and emotional triggers

Teach ct. techniques to deal 
with anxiety, including 
mindfulness meditation, 
breathing exercises, and 
progressive relaxation

Weekly individual CBT therapy

Treatment Plan, Client Not Taking Medication
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Goal: Improved medication compliance (now estimates 
misses at least one dose daily)

Objective: Ct will self-report he is taking psychiatric 
medications each day as prescribed by psychiatrist 

Intervention: Therapist will help client identify emotional 
and lifestyle barriers that lead client to miss medications, 
and will teach behavioral techniques to help him 
remember to take them 

ARE THESE S.M.A.R.T. and MEDICALLY NECESSARY?
Goals:

1.  Improve self-esteem and self-confidence 
2.   Feel higher level of life satisfaction,                                                  

purpose, and meaning
3. Come to accept / forgive partner 
4.  Feel more connected in relationships
5.  Elevate mood
6.  Process grief
7.  Gain insight about / better understand                                                    

their personal values
8. Ct. will get a job
9. Ct. will lose weight 
10.  Understand how present is affected by past 
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Treatment Plan Checklist
✓ Are goals symptom-focused, and 

medically necessary?
✓ Are goals / objectives too vague?  
✓ Are they measureable? 
✓ Are goals consistent with diagnosis, 

addressing all diagnoses?
✓ Do the objectives and interventions 

match goals?
✓ Is frequency and duration of services 

included? 
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